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I am happy to greet you today and speak to you
from my body of light and I ask you to identify
with your body of light and to make sure you are
comfortable as you listen to this message so
that your body light will become much stronger
for you, and you can put your awareness into
that body of light. Then you can allow yourself
to come with me and meet in the receiving area
of the Station of Light.

You are always welcomed into this space and it
is especially good at this time to continue with
the raising of energy – your energy – the
planetary energy; all of the systems around you.
This is part of the purpose of the Beings who
communicate with you in this space.
I step back and allow the greater energy and
information to come to you.

“Beloved, we greet you. Orem addressing you
initially and as always, there are many Beings here
in support and who can come to you directly. Those
of you who perceive images very easily already will
have seen or sensed the different Beings who are
with you here. They are here for the purpose to
assist you and support you.
We are here with that intention. You are here also
with that intention of receiving everything that you
can receive at this point of intersection in your life
journey. Already you have travelled beyond your
initial entry point into the Station at this time.
There is movement around you as you become
familiar with the energy and you become aligned
with the particular energy and flows appropriate for
you to receive in this time. You will understand that
there is more to unfold to you, continuous. It is a
process, you see – progression – and even though
you may anticipate a certain thread of information
coming to you, you would realise that in this group
session there is the generalisation presented to you
and through the overall enveloping of you in the
energy, you are enabled to receive particular words
and impressions individually.
There is no limit as to what can be presented to you
in this Station. The limit comes from your state of
awareness and consciousness and your willingness
to allow yourself to receive, perhaps to travel and
experience in many ways in the various dimensional
layers that exist here, what is necessary for you to
understand more of yourself and the location that
you are in and the appropriate mechanisms
operating around you and the planet for experience
and for opening and awakening and upliftment. This
is why we call these messages for you and your
visitations
here
to
be
multi-dimensional
experiences.
The Beings here with you are drawing you in
particular into the central communication area.

At this time your focus will be on the gathering of
many of the commissioned personnel who are
responsible for operating the portals that enable you
to travel and enable you to receive information from
other areas and planetary systems, and there are
Beings here who are calculating in their own way,
the amount of energy that you are able to absorb
within your light body here and calculating also what
is required for your physical unit. There are others
who are assembling groups and perhaps you may
experience yourself moving into a group to travel
into other spaces beyond this Station of Light, and
that would be for many purposes. To gather
information or to report or to assist Beings in those
other areas.
What we would present to you here is the pattern in
the overall unfolding of creation around you. Part of
that requires you to reconnect to your origination
point so that you can reassemble and experience
again the depth of your energy systems in that state
and space. You may consider this to be reporting
back to that state and origination station from the
Earth station and then you can assemble what is
required for you now, for the next phase on the
Earth Station. Already you are feeling that you are
gathering in much to you. You are also adapting to
an energy process that is being given to you to
sustain you in a stronger field of energy frequency
as you will be moving back to the Earth processes.
Already you see in this early part of the transmission
you have taken into you most of what is required for
you in the continuation of your experience and
sharing energy and information on the Earth station.
Before you fully integrate that, you are brought back
to the communication chamber. You will be
experiencing that you are sharing some of your time
shift in a group communicating with other Beings
here and some of the Beings you are connecting
with, you haven’t visibly connected with recently in
your measurement of time, but they are indeed
drawn into this space with you.

The calling goes out during the transmission of this
session to every one of you who links in with the
messages and who relates to the messages and all
of you who draw upon the deeper, inner sensing of
the messages for you and for Earth. It could give
you the impression that you are holding an
important position on the Earth station and you are,
because you chose to be in that station, with all of
your awareness and actively contributing to the
overall evolutionary process.
This is done gently and over time and in the ways
that you are able to communicate the information to
other people without creating resistance. You will
have observed during your many sessions with us,
what we bring to you is in such a way that it is your
choice and therefore that does not create resistance
in your overall field of understanding. Resistance
would distort the frequency that is given to you.
In this positioning here with us, your light body is
completely in tune with the frequency it draws upon.
In your physicality you are also able to create
resistance to what your light body presents, so you
are asked to allow the light body state of
consciousness to enfold you with everything that
you receive. This empowers you. You will
understand that, and it also will help you identify
some of the limitations that could still be apparent
within you and within the mechanisms of your
energy systems which impact upon some of the
actual physical systems of your body unit. When
you withdraw to a higher awareness of all of that and
you remember that the body is a living organic unit,
then you can move through the layers of the energy
systems and can perceive the changes and perhaps
you may indeed be able to reconnect some of the
missing links and mis-attunements, mis-alignments,
for yourself.
As we present this to you, we are assisting you in
every way and when you complete this particular
transmission you will experience feeling quite
different.

You might experience feeling a greater depth of
fulfilment and an increase in your personal
vibration. This would give rise to a sense of feeling
very clear. Was that your intention when you joined
in with this transmission? Have you allowed that to
occur throughout you? The process continues in
many different ways for you.
Here I am bringing you back to the receiving area of
the Station. This ensures that you bring this wider
field of energy and information received around you,
closer, stronger and more consciously within your
light body, as if you could see the configuration
changing and adapting to the frequency fields
around you here. This was my function for this
transmission, Beloved

Orem out “

“This is Ulea speaking with you in this receiving part
of the Station. I am visiting with you again and have
been enabled to communicate with you verbally,
across the intersections of time. I have moved
through to be with you through the portal from an
entirely different system. Some of you have
experienced life in a system where there is a
different tone and frequency and a different
vibration which creates the impression of different
colours, and so I am presented to you as a different
coloured Being to what you may be familiar with in
humanity form around you.
The level of energy that I bring around you could be
familiar to many of you and it is because I surround
you in support, as we all do, but in my own way,
supporting you through the transition and through
the times when you are releasing many of the
intense emotional reactions that you would think as
normal for the human form. We consider that to be
adapted and created and manifested in such a way
that the outbursts of some of the emotions you feel
can actually go forth and affect the environment
around you individually and around your space.

So, it is always that I bring you love and help you
experience joy and gratitude and that leaves no
space in you for the opposite of those expressions
and as you realise that, then you are able to move
forward into unity with the higher energetic fields
coming through to you. This allows you to
communicate more clearly with the higher
dimensional Beings and you become in
accordance, in tune, with the vibrations of those
different Beings. You may actually feel that I am
assisting you in a process of clearing an aspect
around you.
And that is done and now I am also permitted to
restore you, to help you come back to reconnect
with your physical element body unit in all of its
ways, so you will be already feeling the energy
coming around your body form here. Let it merge
completely with you and I withdraw at this time

Ulea out “

Lani speaking to you, now that we are all back,
grounded, aware of the locality where you are
listening to this, but do enjoy the sensation of that
loving support and clearance.
Take all of this into you, to express a higher evolved
aspect of Self. Thank you for being with me on this
particular journey and I close the Omega Portal at
the conclusion of this transmission, until we gather
again and receive the new and next unfoldment.
Thank you

Lani
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